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/a/ as in cat
/o/ as in fall
/ae/ as in paper
/u/ as in above

/ae/ as in rain
/e/ as in said

/ar/ as in car
/er/ as in dollar

/e/ as in ten
/ee/ as in he

/ee/ as in reading
/e/ as in head
/ae/ as in break
- /oe/ as in home
- /u/ as in none
- /o/ as in gone

- /oo/ as in spoon
  - 'oo' as in book

- /ou/ as in house
  - /oo/ as in soup
  - /u/ as in touch

- /oe/ as in dough
  - /ou/ as in drought

- /oe/ as in grow
  - /ou/ as in how
/u/ as in jump
/ue/ as in music
`oo` as in put

/ue/ as in glue
/oo/ as in blue

/ue/ as in mule
/oo/ as in flute

/i/ as in quit
/oo/ as in fruit

/ie/ as in cry
/ee/ as in baby
/i/ as in symbol